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Image above - Rudy, 
who’s going to show 
Naya what happens to 
cats who steal from 
her kittens. 

	 As she thinks that it is close enough to spring break, Naya has made 
an appearance in Pawsville. Today, she went to the grocery store like a 
normal cat and actually bought the things she wanted instead of stealing 
them. And while the grocery store was impressed, parent cats were not. 
Naya is paying her kittens to tell adult cats who come by her house that she 
isn’t home, so she can delay her punishment a little longer. 


	 Naya’s kittens are happy that their mama is back, because that 
means they might be able to go on a vacation after all. But Naya has other 
thoughts. She was planning to stay in Pawsville for spring break, where she 
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would have a chance to rob all of the houses 
she wanted. Cats would be on vacation, their 
valuables just sitting out in their houses. This is 
not good news for Naya’s kittens, as once Naya 
has something in her head, it is extremely hard 
to change her mind. 


	 Lunch is still faced with the dilemma of 
staying in Pawsville to work at her luncheon, or 
taking her kittens on a vacation. She had 
planned to work at her luncheon, but then again, 
there wouldn’t be that much business if cats 
were away on vacation. But Lunch hadn’t done 
any vacation prep yet, and if she did choose to 
take her kittens on one, it would be very last-
minute and rushed. But while Lunch is 
wondering about if she should go on a vacation, 
Juliet, Blackpelt, and their kittens have a plan for 
theirs. They will be going to an amusement park/
water park, and they will stay in a hotel nearby 
for three nights. Juliet’s kittens are extremely 
excited for this trip, as they should be. 


	 Mavis’s kittens feel the worst about their 
spring break. Mavis is planning to take them to several different places. A 
tricycle museum, a famous cabbage market, and to an oracle to help 
determine their futures. After that, Mavis wants her kittens to be part of a 
ritual that involves seven hours of meditation and then one hour of prayer. 

They are extremely disappointed, and other 
kittens feel bad for them.


	 Right now, kittens have mixed feelings 
about spring break. Some kittens are extremely 
excited, as they have big trips planned. 
However, most kittens are not sure what they 
are going to be doing over spring break, and 
others are dreading it. But it is a break from 
school, and that means lots of video games 
and junk food even if you aren’t going on a 

special trip. But we shouldn’t talk about that too much, so we don’t rub it in 
for Mavis’s kittens. 


	 Subscribe again for more spring break plans! 

Image above - Harvey, 
who might just stay in 
Pawsville for spring 
break. 

“Seven hours of 
meditation? We 
sleep for less 
than that!” 

 - MAVIS’S KITTENS, WHO ARE 
DREADING THE RITUAL
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